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Abstract - NbN hot electron bolometer mixers (HEBM) are at this moment the best
heterodyne receivers for frequencies above 1 Thz. However, the fabrication procedure of
these devices is such that the quality of the interface between the NbN superconducting
film and the contact structure is not under good control. The result is a low transparency
interface between the bolometer itself and the contact/antenna structure. In this paper we
report a detailed experimental study on a novel idea to increase the transparency of this
interface. This leads to a record sensitivity and more reproducible performance. We
compare identical bolometers, coupled with a spiral antenna, with different NbN
bolometer-contact pad interfaces. We find that cleaning the NbN interface alone results
in an increase in the noise temperature. However, cleaning the NbN interface and adding
a thin additional superconductor prior to the gold contact deposition improves the noise
temperature of the HEBm with more than a factor of 2. A device with a contact pad on
top of an in-situ cleaned NbN film consisting of 10 nm of NbTiN and 40 nm of gold has
a DSB noise temperature of 1050 K at 2.5 THz.

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of new space based [1] and airborne [2,3] telescopes will create new
opportunities for sub-mm astronomy, as ground-based observatories suffer from limited
atmospheric transmission in this spectral range. The desire for these instruments to
perform high-resolution spectroscopy with a sensitivity close to the quantum limit drives
the development of low noise THz mixers.

In the frequency range from 100 GHz to 700 GHz SIS mixers incorporating Nb/A1-
ALOx/Nb SIS junctions with a niobium tuning cirquit offer near quantum limited
performance [4]. However, above that frequency, the Nb superconducting energy gap
frequency, the sensitivity decreases drastically due to losses in the Nb stripline. Using
either a low loss normal conductor or a superconductor with a larger bandgap for the
tuning cirquit is a possible way out and might extend the use of these devices to 1.2-1.4
THz. however, higher frequencies will be beyond their reach. Hence all practical mixers
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in the THz range have to use Schottky-diode mixers with rather poor sensitivity and high
local oscillator requirement. This is a serious issue regarding the practical use of these
devices, for only very few powerful laser lines are available in the THz frequency range.

As a result the development of THz receiver has focused in the past years on Hot
Electron Bolometer mixers (HEBm), initiated from the early work of Gershenzon et al.
[5]. The major advantage of these type of mixers is that their RF frequency bandwidth is
not limited by the superconducting energy gap. The HEB mixer can in principle operate
from millimeter waves up to the far infrared without degradation in performance.
Recently the practical usefulness of HEBm's at THz frequencies was shown with a
successful application of a NbN based HEBm receiver in a radio telescope in Arizona
[6].

Two types of bolometer mixers have been proposed and tested so far: The diffusion
cooled HEBm [7] and phonon-cooled HEBm [5]. In both cases the bolometer consists of
a small superconducting strip on a dielectric substrate connected to two contact pads
which are part of a suitable antenna structure. Mixing in the bolometer is obtained by
coherently adding the LO signal and RF signal with a small frequency difference. The
envelope of the power spectrum oscillates with the difference frequency (IF-signal). As a
result of RF and DC heating in the bolometer a normal conducting hot spot appears with
a length dependent on the absorbed power. Hence the hot-spot length and thus the
bolometer resistance oscillates with the IF frequency. The resistance change is detected
using an external IF circuit. The difference between the two bolometer principles is how
the hot electrons are cooled. In the diffusion cooled HEBm electrons loose their heat
through out-diffusion to thermal reservoirs at the bolometer's edges. In the phonon
cooled HEBm a material with a very fast electron-phonon interaction time constant, such
as NbN, is used with the result that the electrons loose their energy by means of electron
phonon interactions. The latter type of bolometers are at this moment the most
promising; they have shown slightly better noise temperatures, have been studied more
extensively and are more reliable than diffusion cooled devices [8].

However, to combine a high sensitivity with a high bandwidth extremely thin (-3 nm)
NbN films are used in the fabrication of phonon cooled bolometers. Only very few labs
in the world are able to produce sufficiently high quality NbN films, with a thickness of
about 3.5 nm and a critical temperature above 9 K. The state of the art films at this
moment come from Moscow state pedagogical university. Using these films on MgO
substrate devices made in Chalmers have shown a DSB receiver noise temperatures of
1400 K at 2.5 THz on MgO substrates together with a 4.5 GHz gain bandwidth at the
optimal bias point [9].
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2. THE CONTACT INTERFACE IN NBN BASED PHONON-COOLED HEBM

Because most groups nowadays obtain their NbN films from elsewhere, it is inevitable
that the NbN film is exposed to ambient atmosphere for a prolonged period, i.e. the
bolometer fabrication is ex situ. To make this more clear we show, in Fig. 1, a schematic
description of the conventional fabrication process of a NbN HEBm. This process is in
principle identical to the one used by all labs including ours as reported in [6,10-16]. As
stated the fabrication starts with a NbN film on a Si (or possibly MgO) substrate. In step
2 a contact pad of gold with a thickness of about 70 nm is deposited using conventional
e-beam lithography with a PMMA based positive resist and lift off. This implies in most
cases a short reactive ion etch with an Oxygen plasma to remove resist remnants on the
NbN surface. Before the deposition of the gold a thin titanium layer (-5 nm) is deposited
in situ to create a good adhesion of the gold. In step 3 the antenna structure, consisting of

nm Ti and 150 nm of gold, is deposited using the same method. In a last step the NbN
is etched away except at the bolometer bridge location. A SEM micrograph of a finished
bolometer with a spiral antenna is shown in Fig 2.

It is obvious that the surface of the NbN film is not very clean when the contact pad layer
is deposited. The inevitable result is a limited interface transparency between the
bolometer itself and the contact structure. This has important implications for the RE
coupling between the bolometer itself and the contact antenna structure. Moreover, the
bad control over the interface quality leads to a large spread in device performance for
furthermore identical devices.

To underline this let us consider how the RE currents flow in some detail. For the RE
currents the sheet resistance of the NbN layer is in the order of the normal state
resistance, RN z500 Q since ho.)>>. Hence the RE current flows through the gold
antenna and contact pad and thus has to be transferred to the NbN bridge through the
contact pad-NbN interface. This occurs over a distance which depends strongly on the

Contact pad
Bolometer

3.5 nm NbN film

Si Substrate

NbN contact pad interface

1: NbN film deposition 2: Contact pad deposition 3: Antenna deposition

Fig 1. Schematical description of the conventional fabrication process of a NbN based
phonon cooled hot electron bolometer mixer. In a last step 4 (not shown) the Nb_AT is
etched aWay except at the bolometer bridge location.
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Table 1: Device parameters. In all cases a 6 sec. ex situ Oxygen plasma etch is
included prior to the contact pad deposition.

Contact pad-NbN
interface

Contact pad material Rat 11KDevice

No additional cleaning

15 sec Argon etch

15 sec Argon etch

15 sec Argon etch

5 nm Ti + 65 nm Au

5 nm Ti + 65 nm Au (ex situ)

nm Nb +45 nm Au (in situ)

10 nm NbTiN + 40 nm Au
(in situ)

220 ± 20

70± 10 f2

65 ± 5C2

55 ±5C2

interface resistance and the impedances of the NbN and Au. The surface area in a real
device (see Fig 2) associated with reasonable estimate of this distance of 0.2 11111 is in the
order of 1 [tm2, witch results in R, 20-100 for the RE current [13,17].
For the DC and IF currents the situation is different because ho)<<A, so Ri\---0 and the
NbN layer forms a short in parallel with the antenna structure. Hence these currents will
flow through the NbN layer.

The possible influence of the bad NbN-contact pad interface has been noted before [13-
15,17], however, cleaning the NbN-contact pad interface using an in-situ Argon etch of
the NbN surface prior to the contact pad definition is reported to decrease the sensitivity
of the device [13, 14]. One possible explanation is that a clean NbN-Au interface reduces
the critical temperature of the NbN layer, i.e. the transition temperature of the NbN
underneath the contact pad is lower than the NbN bridge [18].

3. DEVICES

In this article we study the effect of a possible contact resistance between the contact pad
and the NbN film on the bolometer mixer performance. To do this we have made 4
different bolometer geometries which differ only in the way the NbN-contact pad
interface is prepared. All devices are made in one process run on one single wafer
consisting of a 300 pm thick Si wafer with a 3.5 nm NbN film deposited in Moscow. The
size of the bolometer is 0.4x4 pm and we use a spiral antenna because it is frequency
independent, which enables a comparison of mixer properties at different frequencies
which is important at this stage. Table 1 shows the 4 different geometries, denoted,
A,D,G and H. Geometry A was made using the conventional fabrication process as
shown in Fig 1. The NbN — contact pad interface has not been cleaned other than a short
Oxygen etch necessary for a good lift-off process. The amount of oxygen etching was
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Fig 2. SEM micrograph of a NbN hot electron bolometer mixer with a Spiral Antenna.
The dark region is remaining negative resist from the last processing step.
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calibrated to yield a minimum in interface resistance [11]. We associate this minimum
with a total removal of e-beam resist remnants. A longer etch increases the interface
resistance, probably due to the formation of an oxide layer at the interface.

For geometry D we use the same oxygen etch but afterwards we use a short Argon etch
prior to the pad deposition, more or less identical to the process reported in [13,14,15].
However, a very short vacuum breach is necessary in our lab between the etch and the
Au deposition (a few minutes). In geometry H we perform the same Ar etch but after that
we deposit in-situ 5 nm of Nb. Geometry G is identical but in stead of Nb we deposit 10
nm of NbTiN. In all cases we have calibrated the Argon etch time for a minimum in
device resistance (maximum interface transparency) and minimum NbN film damage.
Further details on the fabrication and DC characterization of these devices can be found
in Ref. [11].

4. EXPERIMENT

The bolometer chip is glued to a hyper-hemispherical Si lens without anti reflection
coating and clamped to the mixer block that is thermally anchored to the 4.2 K plate of a
L-He cryostat with 3 Zytex G104 heat filters, 1 at 77 K and 2 at 4.2 K and a 40 1-1,M thick
Mylar window. During the experiments the mixer block temperature is 4.35 K. As a local
oscillator source we use a FIR laser at 2.5 THz, using CH3OH at 2.2-10-1 mBar pumped
by a CO, laser at line 9p36. The LO power is coupled into the cryostat by means of a 6
im mylar beam splitter. A rotatable grid is used to control the laser power. The device
output is connected through a bias T to a 1.2 - 1.8 GHz HEMT amplifier with a noise
temperature of — 5K. The output is further amplified at room temperature and filtered
through a 1.35 ± 0.04 GHz band pass filter and detected using a power meter. The DSB
receiver noise temperature was determined using the standard Y-factor technique. We
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Table 2:DSB noise temperatures at 2.5 THz and estimated LO power for the devices
reported in table I.

Device Minimum DSB noise temperature of Estimated absorbed LO power
two different devices at optimum bias point

4700 K, 4400 K 500 nW

4600 K, 8900 K 550 nW

2600 K, 3000 K 550 nW

2000 K, 2100 K 700 nW

use a mirrored hot/cold load consisting of Eccosorb at 295 K and 77K placed at exactly
the same distance (30 cm) from the cryostat window at every experiment. The losses in
the optics (beam splitter, window and heat filters) are measured to be 3.3 dB, the
estimated lens losses (reflection and absorption) and lens antenna mismatch are estimated
to be 2.2 dB, yielding a total loss of 5.5 dB in the RF optics. The air path between the
hot/cold load gives an estimated additional loss of about 2 dB.

Due to the high LO frequency the Rayleigh-Jeans limit is no longer applicable to
calculate the noise temperature from a measurement of the Y-factor. We use the Planck
law to calculate the effective temperatures of the hot and cold load according to:

T =eff (
hf

kb exp

with T the hot (295 K) or cold (77 K) load temperature.

5. RESULTS

In Table 2 we summarize the results of the measured noise temperatures. For all
geometries 2 identical devices have been tested and are quoted in the table. The
unpumped and a few pumped I-V curves and of one of the devices of geometry A and G
are shown in Fig. 3 together with the receiver noise temperatures at different bias points.
In all cases the region over which the noise temperature was minimal was reasonably
broad, in agreement with other experiments [16]. We observe that cleaning the interface
alone, as done for geometry D, reduces the sensitivity when compared to geometry A, in
agreement with Ref. [14]. However, adding a thin layer of superconductor in
combination with a cleaning of the interface, as for geometry G and H, strongly reduces

hf

k T_ kbT)
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the receiver noise temperature. The improvement is more than a factor 2 between
geometry A and G.

Improving the optics of our system, by removing 2 heat filters, using an anti-reflection
coated elliptical lens and using a direct hot/cold load 10 cm from the cryostate window,
reduces losses in the air and the optics with about 3 dB. Using this improved setup
enabled us to measure with a device with geometry G a DSB receiver noise temperature
of 1050 K at 2.5 THz. The mixer block temperature was 4.4 K in this case, this
somewhat higher temperature is caused by the reduced heat filtering. The improvement
of a factor 2 in noise temperature is consistent with a reduction of 3dB in the losses.

The LO power absorbed is estimated using the isothermal technique. The LO power
absorbed for device A is in agreement with the values reported in Ref. [9] Geometry G
needs a little bit more LO power, probably due to a little bit of diffusion cooling
associated with a more transparent bolometer-contact interface.

After the measurements of the noise temperature we have started a measurement of the
Gain bandwidth at 650 GHz. The first preliminary results indicate that device G has a
bandwidth that is about 1.5 to 2 times larger than that of device A. Hence it seems that
cleaning the interface not only improves the noise but also the bandwidth.

Fig 3. Unpumped and 3 pumped IV curves for 2 devices: G2 (left) with a clean NbN-
contact pad interface and a contact pad consisting of 10 nm NbTiN + 40 nm Au. Right
device A3 which did not receive any cleaning of the NbN film and a 65 nm Au contact pad.
For the three pumped fir curves the noise temperatures are shown at different bias points.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the effect of the NbN-contact pad on the noise temperature of a NbN
based phonon cooled HEBm. Cleaning the NbN - contact pad interface using Argon
etching can improve the mixer noise temperature by a factor of 2 when compared to an
identical device in which no interface cleaning was performed. However, to achieve this
improvement an additional superconductor needs to be deposited on top of the NbN film
underneath the contact pad to compensate the reduction of Tc associated with a stronger
superconducting proximity effect due to the improved interface transparency. Using this
strategy to fabricate a HEBm based on a 3.5 nm NbN film on a Si substrate we have
achieved a DSB receiver noise temperature of 1050 K at 2.5 THz at a mixer block
temperature of 4.4 K.
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